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REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF

 
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

   
INTRODUCTION  

NOW COME the People of the State of Illinois, by LISA MADIGAN, Attorney General 

of the State of Illinois ( People or AG ), and pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Rules of 

Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission ( Commission ), 83 Ill. Adm. Code Section 

200.830, respectfully submit this Reply Brief on Exceptions in response to the Briefs on 

Exceptions ( BOE ) filed by Commonwealth Edison ( ComEd or Company ) and by the Staff 

of the Illinois Commerce Commission ( Staff BOE ). 

ComEd and Staff s BOE raise several exceptions to the Administrative Law Judges ( ALJ ) 

Proposed Order ( Proposed Order or PO ).  For all of the reasons stated below, the exceptions 

discussed herein should be rejected. 

IV. RATE BASE 
C. Contested Issues  

Reply to Commonwealth Edison Exception on Proposed Adjustments to Accumulated 
Depreciation Reserve and ADIT Listed in Attachment B  

ComEd improperly characterizes the Proposed Order s adjustment to depreciation reserve 

as an abrupt reversal of Commission policy that violates the Commission s rules, and ignores 

the Commission s own past decisions rejecting this same adjustment.   ComEd BOE at 1.  In 

fact, the opposite is true.  The Proposed Order s assessment of the facts and application of the 

law is totally consistent with the Commission s test year rule and the Proposed Order s 

conclusion does not constitute a reversal of any kind.  If the Commission concludes that this 

case should be decided differently than others, there would be no error in doing so.  As ComEd 

knows, cases before the Commission are not res judicata.  The Commission has an obligation to 
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examine the utility proposals on a case-by-case basis.  Past Commission decisions are not 

controlling because the Commission is a legislative and not a judicial body.  Mississippi River 

Fuel Corp. v. Illinois Commerce Comm n, 1 Ill.2d 509, 513, 116 N.E.2d 394 (1953); Citizens 

Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce Comm n, 166 Ill.2d 111, 125-126, 651 N.E.2d 1089 (1995).   

The Company s Brief on Exceptions first recommends that the Commission should 

accept the joint Staff/ComEd Recommendation (also known as the Stipulation ) as it represents 

the product of Staff and ComEd carefully evaluating the evidence.

  

ComEd BOE at 4.  The 

Company notes further that the joint recommendation resolves now, without the need for 

significant further delay and litigation, a number of issues raised by Staff in connection with the 

Original Cost Audit without prejudicing other parties.  ComEd BOE at 7    

While it may be true that under this proposal other parties will not be prevented from 

litigating specific audit issues in the separate Commission docket designated for that purpose 

(ICC Docket No. 08-0312), the Commission itself will be deprived of the more thorough analysis 

of the issues that would necessarily take place if all parties and the Staff were fully engaged in 

reviewing the audit results.  Much of the discovery that occurs in formal proceedings before the 

Commission is the result of the sharing of information among all the parties and Staff and the 

reconsideration of evidence and issues that naturally occurs when one party poses questions that 

the others have not considered.  No party tries a case before the ICC in a vacuum, but the joint 

recommendation would deprive all the parties who have intervened in the audit docket of the 

coterminous investigation that  Staff would have otherwise conducted in that proceeding.   

For this reason and the other reasons set forth in their Initial Brief and Reply Brief on this 

topic, the People support the conclusion in the Proposed Order that the Commission cannot adopt 

the Stipulation.  Additionally, the People note that nothing in the Company s Brief on Exceptions 
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successfully challenges the Proposed Order s conclusion that the Staff/ComEd recommendation 

relies on data not in the record and deprives intervenors of the chance to review and challenge 

the data upon which that recommendation is premised.  

Assuming the Commission does not adopt the Staff/ComEd joint recommendation, the 

Company charges that there are no grounds for the Commission to reverse the position that 

ComEd says it took in previous cases, specifically in the 2001 and 2005 ComEd rate case orders 

(ICC Docket No. 01-0423, ComEd 2001

 

and ICC Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd 2005 ) and 

the 2008 North Shore Gas/Peoples Gas rate case decision (ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241 and 07-

0242 (cons.), ( Peoples ).  ComEd BOE at 12.   But rather than address the distinguishing 

factors at play in its current proposal and provide an independent analysis of its pending request, 

ComEd relies on the facts and circumstances of other, separate cases to now maintain that the 

decision in the Peoples case prevents the Commission from making any adjustment to reflect the 

growth in the depreciation reserve in association with an adjustment for post-test year plant 

additions: 

All parties should agree that [this] Commission action [rejecting depreciation and 
ADIT adjustments] brings certainty to a situation and settles expectations. This is 
another way of saying that unless there are clear and distinguishable reasons for 
deciding a case differently, the Commission will follow in line with precedent.  
To do otherwise risks a charge of arbitrary and capricious action.  

Peoples Order at 16.  The quoted section of the order does not represent, as ComEd alleges, a 

hard and fast policy but rather a general statement that the Commission should reach the same 

conclusion on a given issue when the facts are the same.   Although ComEd attempts to turn this 

general statement regarding Commission action into an unbending policy regarding 

depreciation and ADIT adjustments, that finding was not a statement of policy that the 

Commission was [rejecting depreciation and ADIT adjustments] forever in the future, 
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regardless of the circumstances, as ComEd now asserts.  In fact, the Commission s finding in the 

North Shore/Peoples Gas rate case explicitly provided for revisiting this issue in future cases, as 

it recognized that there could be clear and distinguishable reasons for deciding a case 

differently.  Peoples Order at 16.   

The radical view that ComEd now recommends is that the Commission must ignore the 

unique facts and circumstances in this case (and, presumably in future filings) regarding the 

appropriate accounting treatment for pro forma capital additions in favor of a rote approach that 

would treat the depreciation reserve issue exactly the same in every case no matter what the facts 

or circumstances.  For example, at pages 11-21 of its exceptions, ComEd addresses the Proposed 

Order s finding on accumulated depreciation and accumulated deferred income taxes.  The 

Company s arguments rest on its contention that simply because the Commission rejected similar 

adjustments in the ComEd 2005 rate case and the above cited Peoples rate case, it should do so 

in the present case despite the fact the Proposed Order correctly noted the unique circumstances 

of ComEd s current proposal, describing them as unprecedented.   

ComEd s reliance on the Commission s decision in the ComEd 2005 rate case is another 

instance in which the Company encourages the Commission to abandon an independent look at 

the facts. In Docket Nos. 01- 0432 ( Illinois Power

 

or IP ) and 02-0798, 03-0008, and 03-0009 

(Cons.) (Union Electric Company and Central Illinois Public Service Company, or 

AmerenUE/CIPS ), the Commission found that adjustments to recognize post-test year plant 

additions should appropriately be offset by growth in the balance of the depreciation reserve in 

order to more accurately match the costs and revenues that may be expected for the period during 

which the rates are in place.  ComEd disparages the Proposed Order s reliance on these cases, 
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pointing to the fact that the Commission found them inapplicable to the facts in both the Peoples 

decision and 2005 ComEd rate case.  ComEd BOE at 11-12, 16.   

It is true that the Commission found the circumstances of the AmerenUE/CIPS and 

Illinois Power cases to be inapplicable to the circumstances of Docket No. 05-0597.  However, 

the very facts that made Docket No. 02-0798 et al. and Docket No. 01-0432 inapplicable to the 

circumstances of Docket No. 05-0597 make the analysis contained in those cases directly 

applicable to the present case.  The only grounds for distinguishing Docket No. 02-0798 et al. 

and Docket No. 01-0432 from the facts in the ComEd 2005 rate case were presented by ComEd 

itself in that case: 

ComEd further attests that at the time the rates to be set in this proceeding will be 
in effect (starting January 2, 2007), ComEd s net plant will increase due to the 
2006 plant additions that will occur, none of which is reflected in ComEd s 
proposed rate base.  ComEd thus opined that the Commission Orders on which 
Mr. Effron relied do not support, and the relevant facts directly undermine, his 
proposed adjustment.  

ComEd 2005, Order at 14.   

In the present case, ComEd is proposing to recognize plant additions taking place 21 

months after the end of the test year, right up to the time that rates set in this proceeding will go 

into effect.  There is no year of unrecognized year plant additions prior to the rate effective 

period as there was in Docket No. 05-0597.  Thus, the only cited reason for distinguishing 

Docket No. 02-0798 et al. and Docket No. 01-0432 from Docket No. 05-0597 is absent in the 

present case. Indeed, the very circumstances of Docket No. 02-0798 et al. and Docket No. 01-

0432 that made those cases inapplicable to Docket No. 05-0597 are what make those cases 

directly applicable to the present case.  It was not the AG, or CUB, or IIEC, who argued in 

Docket No 05-0597 that the year of unrecognized post-test year plant additions justified the 
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failure to recognize post test year growth in the depreciation reserve.  It was ComEd.  It is 

incredible that the Company should now argue that the critical distinction they repeatedly cited 

as justification for the Commission s treatment of depreciation reserve in Docket No. 05-0597 

 

i.e., the decision in that case to recognize less than all of the utility s post test year plant 

additions, compared with their instant to decision to recognize all (or, under the Stipulation, all 

but three months) of post test year additions -- is now irrelevant. 

ComEd further attempts to dismiss the applicability of the Commission s reasoning in the 

AmerenUE/CIPS by noting that that case and others cited by AG/CUB and IIEC did not involve 

utilities whose investment in net plant would be expected to significantly increase year after 

year.  ComEd BOE at 13, 16, fn 14   The Commission does make reference to situations where 

plant in service is either declining or relatively static.  However, read in context, the Commission 

cites these conditions as being relevant to a determination of whether any adjustment for post test 

year plant additions should be allowed at all, not whether there should be an offset for growth in 

accumulated depreciation.  The declining or relatively static condition was found to be 

applicable to CIPS, and no adjustment for post-test year plant additions was allowed in that case.  

But the Commission has never concluded that the declining or relatively static state of a 

utility s expected capital investments should determine the proper treatment of depreciation 

reserve or ADIT. 

Furthermore, the Company s argument in this regard contains several blatantly incorrect 

statements.   On page 12, ComEd states that: 

The Commission, in each case where a utility was investing in its system at a rate 
such that its net plant was significantly increasing year over year, as is true in the 
instant case, without exception, has expressly and correctly rejected the AG s 
proposal as improper.  
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ComEd BOE at 12.  This statement is absolutely false.  In both Docket No. 02-0798 et al. and 

Docket No. 01-0432, the Commission offset adjustments for post-test year plant additions with 

concomitant growth in the depreciation reserve.  The Company repeatedly states that in Docket 

No. 05-0597 the Commission concluded that its findings in Docket No. 02-0798 et al. were 

inapplicable to the circumstances of that case.  However, this does not mean that the 

Commission findings in Docket No. 02-0798 et al. are inapplicable to the circumstances of the 

present case. 

On the same topic, the Company s only attempt to distinguish the circumstances in 

Docket No. 01-0432 from the present case is found in a footnote on page 16, which can be safely 

described as a gross distortion of the Commission s findings in Docket No. 01-0432.  In that 

case, the Commission adopted the adjustment to increase the accumulated reserve for 

depreciation associated with plant in service as of December 31, 2000, and the reserve for 

deferred income taxes associated with such plant, through September 30, 2001 adding that this 

adjustment is consistent with the basis for including capital additions in rate base Illinois Power 

Order, page 21.  The Commission did not adopt a proposal to extend growth in the reserve for 

depreciation and the reserve for deferred income taxes through June 30, 2002 on the grounds that 

The Commission is not approving the inclusion in rate base of all of IP s projected capital 

additions through June 30, 2002. Id.  Although the Commission did not explicitly say so, the 

implication is clear that if all plant additions through June 30, 2002 had been included in rate 

base, then it would have been appropriate to extend growth in the accumulated reserve for 

depreciation and the reserve for deferred income taxes through that date. 
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ComEd s asserts that the depreciation adjustment adopted by the Proposed Order (1) 

violates the test year rule (2) misinterprets Section 287.40, the pro forma adjustments rule; and 

(3) represents such an adjustments as based on attrition or inflation. . 

First, the Company s complains that the Proposed Order s adjustment, which does nothing more 

than match the pro forma depreciation reserve to the pro forma plant in service, is somehow a 

violation of the Commission s test year rules and test year ratemaking principles.  There is no 

explanation why an adjustment to depreciation reserve violates test year rules but an adjustment 

to plant does not.  The Proposed Order s adjustment no more moves the test year as to 

depreciation and deferred income taxes for test year plant than do ComEd s pro forma 

adjustments for plant additions move the test year as to capital additions.  The Proposed Order 

merely adjusts the depreciation reserve on the plant that existed at the end of the test year to 

recognize the growth in the depreciation reserve that will take place as plant is added after the 

test year. 

ComEd goes on to claim that: 

The Proposed Order (at 25) cites AmerenUE/CIPS, apparently as support for its 
premise that ComEd s pro forma capital additions should be offset by the 
AG/CUB (and IIEC) proposal, but the Proposed Order, like AG/CUB and IIEC, 
does not provide any grounds for changing the Commission s conclusion that that 
case is inapplicable and without merit here.  

ComEd BOE at 15.  The Proposed Order explicitly provided grounds for concluding that the 

circumstances in AmerenUE/CIPS are applicable here, where as they were not in Docket No. 05-

0597.  In Docket No. 05-0597, the adjustment for post test year plant additions stretched only 

twelve months beyond the end of the test year.  In the present case, the adjustment for post test 

year plant additions stretches an unprecedented 21 months beyond the end of the test year.  In the 

present case, there is no twelve month gap between cut-off date for the post test year plant 
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additions and the start of the rate effective period, a distinction that ComEd put great emphasis 

on in Docket No. 05-0597. 

ComEd then equates the rule allowing adjustments for changes in  plant investment 

as allowing for changes in the balance of gross plant in service.  The only reasonable 

interpretation of plant investment in this context is net plant investment, as this is the only 

investment on which the Company is allowed to earn a return.   The Proposed Order s 

adjustment to rate base is consistent with that interpretation.  The rate base, by definition 

includes net plant, and this is the basis on which the Company s return requirement is calculated.   

The utility s investment in plant necessary to provide service has never been interpreted to mean 

anything other than the net plant. 

Herein lies one of the most revealing aspects of ComEd s position.   Although the 

Company has asserted throughout this case that Part 287.40 s reference to plant investment 

must mean a reference to gross investment, that assertion is belied by the Company itself, as it 

consistently and repeatedly refers throughout its Brief on Exceptions to net plant and not to 

gross plant or the generic plant investment as the relevant investment measurement for 

purposes of this issue.  See ComEd BOE, at 12-14, 16 and 19.  The Company s own usage of this 

term reflects the accepted intuitive understanding that utilities and other stakeholders have of 

utility plant for purposes of ratemaking and related regulatory policy.  If, in fact, the Company 

truly believes that the only plant worth talking about in this context is gross plant, they have 

not demonstrated that belief in action, and have instead adopted the usage which the People 

maintain is the only one that makes any sense in the context of ratemaking.   

Finally, the argument that the adjustment to the depreciation reserve runs afoul of the 

prohibition on adjustments based on attrition or inflation is a complete fabrication.    Just as 
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plant additions represent cash expenditures, the growth in the depreciation reserve represents 

recovery of the cost of plant in the form of cash received by the Company from its customers.  

The adjustment is based on an explicit study of the growth in the depreciation reserve, not in the 

application of an attrition factor or inflation allowance to some element of the Company s cost of 

service.  The Company s contention that the Commission adopted the Peoples argument that the 

adjustment to the depreciation reserve is based on attrition or inflation is simply false.  

In a further attempt to avoid a fact-based analysis of the Commission s treatment of the 

accumulated depreciation issue, ComEd introduces a twist on the regulatory compact.  It  asserts 

that the Commission s rejection of the AG/CUB/IIEC view on accumulated depreciation reserve 

is consistent with what it says is one of the purposes of the pro forma capital additions rule: to 

provide the utility with the opportunity to propose, and the Commission to approve, a cure for 

what the Company characterizes as the regulatory lag problem.  The premise of this argument 

appears to be that the regulatory process is inherently flawed because there are lapses of time 

between rate cases, and that part of the Commission s ratemaking responsibility is to reduce this 

lag.  Allegedly, this is accomplished by ensuring that post test year adjustments favor the utility.  

ComEd BOE at 13-14, fn. 11.   

This view of the purpose of the Commission s accounting rules is not supported by any 

explicit interpretation from the Commission itself and would work against the traditional notion 

that the time between rate cases provides utility management with the incentive to control and 

reduce costs so as to maximize the opportunity to actually earn at or above the authorized return 

level between rate cases.  Because rates are typically fixed for a period of years, the regulatory 

lag that occurs provides utility management with efficiency incentives and symmetrical risks 
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and opportunities for both ratepayers and shareholders depending on cost and revenue trends 

 
between rates cases.  See AG/CUB Ex. 1.0 at 7, 13. 

ComEd offers eight points in its argument of why the fact that it is reaching out 21 

months after the end of the test year does not distinguish the present case from the cases in which 

the Commission rejected adjustments to the depreciation reserve.  All of the Company s points 

are without merit. 

First, the Proposed Order in relying on that ground unjustifiably ignores Staff s 
and ComEd s joint recommendation, within the set of joint recommendations 
memorialized in the Stipulation, to approve ComEd s pro forma capital additions 
only through the end of the second quarter of 2008, which is only 18 months after 
the end of the test year, and to make no adjustments for post-test year depreciation 
or deferred income taxes for test year plant.   

ComEd BOE at 17.  The Proposed Order did not ignore Staff and ComEd s joint 

recommendation regarding approval of pro forma capital additions.  In fact, the Proposed Order 

clearly set out the extent to which it was taking the joint recommendation into account.  This 

matter is irrelevant to whether the Company s reaching out 21 months for post test year plant 

additions distinguishes this case from prior cases.  As the Proposed Order correctly found, this 

distinction is critical. 

Second, the Commission s Order in ComEd 2005 did not rely on the length of the 
pro forma capital additions period as a factor in its decision. Ex. 40.0 Corr., 
14:294-298. Nor did the Orders in Peoples and ComEd 2001.  

ComEd BOE at 18.   

This is clearly false.  As demonstrated above, in Docket 05-5097, ComEd made a major 

point of the fact that its post test year plant additions were limited to 12 months after the test year 

in arguing there should be no recognition of growth in post-test year depreciation.  The 

Commission s order in the 05-0597 case recognized the offer that ComEd presented to the 
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Commission and by specifically noting that [F]or purposes of limiting issues in this proceeding, 

ComEd presented a revenue requirement that took into account pro forma additions extending 

only to plant reasonably expected to be placed in service (and in service) by December 31, 2005, 

not, as would be permitted under Section 287.40, extending to August 31, 2006. ComEd 2005 

Order at 13 (emphasis added).  The Commission clearly understood ComEd s offer to take less 

than all the pro forma capital additions to which the Company was entitled to be a means to 

resolve a much-disputed issue.   Now, having prevailed in the argument that the length of the pro 

forma capital additions period should be a factor in considering accumulated depreciation 

adjustments to rate base, ComEd cannot rightfully disavow it. 

Third, in fact, the Commission in Peoples approved pro forma capital additions 
based on capital expenditures that included projects going into service up to 17 
months after the end of the historical test year.  

ComEd BOE at 18.  The Commission in Peoples approved pro forma capital additions on some 

plant additions that would not go into service until 17 months after the end of the test year.  This 

is substantially different from the Company s request of all additions out to 21 months after the 

end of the test year.   The Peoples case is easily distinguishable from the present case. 

Fourth, any suggestion that ComEd s proposals of 18 or 21 months of pro forma 
capital additions is one-sided or excessive would be both wrong and fatally 
inconsistent. Even if the Commission approves ComEd s pro forma capital 
additions without the offsetting test year Depreciation Reserve and ADIT 
adjustments proposed by AG/CUB and IIEC, ComEd still will seriously under-
recover its rate of return.   

There is absolutely nothing in the record to support this claim   ComEd s proposal of 21 

months of pro forma capital additions without recognition of the concomitant growth in 

depreciation reserve and ADIT is both one-sided and excessive As the Commission properly 

found in Docket No. 02-0798 et al. the Commission has an obligation to evaluate any such 
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proposed pro forma capital addition to ensure consistency with the principle underlying the test 

year.  The regulatory basis for adopting a test year is to ensure that the rates established are 

reflective of costs and revenues that may be expected for the period during which such rates are 

in place.  There is no dispute whatsoever that the depreciation reserve as of the beginning of the 

rate effective period will be greater than what ComEd has reflected in its calculation of rate base.  

The quantification of the growth in the depreciation presented by AG/CUB was not disputed on 

the record of the case.  ComEd s claim of other, unidentified increases in its revenue 

requirements is pure speculation. 

Fifth, approving the AG/CUB (and IIEC) proposal based on the number of 
months of pro forma capital additions after the end of the test year would not be 
supported by, and would be fundamentally inconsistent with, the Commission s 
pro forma adjustments rule, 83 Ill. Adm.Code § 287.40. The rule refers to 
adjustments based on known and measurable changes occurring within 12 months 
after the rate filing. The rule contains no criterion relating to the number of 
months after the end of the test year. It is undisputed that ComEd s pro forma 
capital additions fall within the 12 month period of the rule.  

ComEd BOE at 19.  This point might have some merit if AG/CUB (and IIEC) were arguing that 

the Company s proposed adjustment for post test year plant additions should be rejected because 

it reached too far into the future. However, AG/CUB (and IIEC) has not taken this position. If it 

is undisputed that ComEd s pro forma capital additions fall within the 12 month period of the 

rule, it is similarly undisputed that AG/CUB adjustments to depreciation reserve and ADIT also 

fall within the 12 month period of the rule.  

Sixth, the logic of the hypothetical distinction does not make sense. The 
hypothetical distinction would mean that, in cases when the test year ended a 
greater number of months before the filing date, the period for permitted pro 
forma adjustments based on known and measurable changes after the filing date 
would be shorter. An older historical test year does not warrant reducing the 
period for application of updates based on known and measurable changes.  
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ComEd BOE at 19.  Again, this point might have some merit if AG/CUB (and IIEC) were 

arguing that the Proposed Order s proposed adjustment for post test year plant additions should 

be limited or rejected.  But that is specifically not the case. 

Seventh, the hypothetical distinction disregards that in cases involving a utility 
with significantly increasing net plant year over year, pro forma capital additions 
play a critical role in reducing regulatory lag between rate cases, as noted earlier, 
and that the utility s net plant will continue to increase significantly during the 
period in which the rates being set are in effect.  

ComEd BOE at 19.   If this is what the Company really believes, then it should have used a 

future test year to determine its revenue requirements.  This would have captured any continuing 

growth in plant during the period in which the rates being set are in effect and any other 

increases and/or decreases in its revenue requirement in that time period.  Opting not to use a 

future test year does not give the Company license to distort the historic test year beyond all 

recognition.  

Finally, the Proposed Order s apparent reliance on the 21 month distinction as 
the basis for approving the AG/CUB proposal is in effect punitive and 
disproportionate.  

ComEd BOE at 19.  The 21 month distinction is only punitive and disproportionate if ComEd 

has some implicit authority to mismatch the components of its rate base in to order to overstate 

its revenue requirement.  In Docket No. 01-0423, ComEd proposed an adjustment to rate base to 

recognize some of the plant additions taking place out to six months after the end of the test year.   

In Docket No. 05-0597, the Company s adjustment incorporated all additions taking place up to 

twelve months after the end of the test year, again with no offset for growth in the depreciation 

reserve.  In the present case, the Company is proposing to recognize all additions taking place out 

to twenty-one months after the end of the test year.   
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Clearly, there is some point at which the mismatch between plant and depreciation reserve 

would be so great, there could be no reasonable justification.  ComEd has now passed that point.  

The Proposed Order correctly found that a rate base reflecting plant in service as of September 30, 

2008 and depreciation reserve as of December 31, 2006 would be an obvious mismatch, and the 

Commission should adopt this finding. 

ComEd concludes this section of its exceptions with the statement that: 

AG/CUB s and IIEC s remaining arguments, none of which the Proposed Order 
adopts, have been shown in great detail to lack any merit. ComEd Init. Br. at 35; 
ComEd Rep. Br. at 44-45, 46 47, 48-51. Peoples found that AG/CUB s arguments 
took little or no account of the facts, circumstances, and findings of ComEd 2005 
on this subject. Peoples, Order at 17. AG/CUB s testimony and briefing again did 
the same here, and IIEC s briefing also was selective and incomplete. E.g., 
ComEd Rep. Br. at 41, 43.  

ComEd BOE at 20.  The Commission in Peoples found that there had been no attempt to 

distinguish the circumstances in that case from the cases in which the adjustment to the 

depreciation reserve had been rejected.  In the present case, the distinctions have been described 

in great detail, and the Proposed Order properly recognized those distinctions.  In addition the 

Commission in Peoples found that additional record analysis was needed to allow for 

consideration of such an adjustment.  That additional record analysis has been provided at length 

in the present case, and the Proposed Order gave that additional analysis due consideration in 

reaching its conclusion on this issue.  AG/CUB s testimony and briefing address the facts, 

circumstances, and findings of ComEd 2005 at length and describe how the circumstances in the 

present case are substantially different.  The Proposed Order correctly found that the Company s 

presentation in this case is a significant departure from the presentation in ComEd 2005 and 

appropriately based its findings on the facts in this case, not the facts in ComEd 2005. 
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ComEd s arguments regarding the Commission s rejection of the joint recommendation 

proposed by Staff and ComEd also suggests that depreciation reserve and ADIT adjustments 

should be rejected in accordance with established Commission policy and past decisions are 

flawed for the same reasons.  Under this approach, the Commission, by virtue of its decision in 

one or two cases, has deprived itself of the discretion to evaluate the facts and circumstances that 

are necessarily unique to every case. Its proposal that issues in another, separate docket, are 

properly resolved here without the need for significant further delay and litigation but 

without prejudice to any other party s right to continue to litigate is illogical.  ComEd BOE at 6.  

Once an issue is resolved in order to avoid significant further delay and litigation , the 

Commission will be presented with a record on those issues without the fully developed record 

based not only on evidence they present but also on evidence that Staff would have presented 

had they been full participants in the litigation.  

Reply to Staff Exceptions Regarding Accumulated Depreciation Reserve  

Staff makes similar arguments to those of ComEd on the accumulated depreciation issue.  

For example, Staff s Brief on Exceptions states on page 23 that the facts in Docket No. 02-0798 

are not present here. This statement is incorrect.  As was explained above, while the Commission 

does make reference to situations where plant in service is either declining or relatively static.  

However, read in context, the Commission cites these conditions as being relevant to a 

determination of whether any adjustment for post test year plant additions should be allowed, not 

whether there should be an offset for growth in accumulated depreciation.  While the declining 

or relatively static condition was found to be applicable to CIPS, and no adjustment for post-test 

year plant additions was allowed, with regard to UE, the Commission found that growth in plant 

exceeded growth in accumulated depreciation, that is, the plant in service was not declining or 
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relatively static.  The post-test year plant was included in rate base only to the extent that it 

exceeded growth in accumulated depreciation.  The facts for UE are directly applicable to the 

present case. 

It should also be noted that even if the post test year additions are limited to June 30, 

2008, this would still be a significant departure from anything previously approved by the 

Commission.  In Peoples, the Commission approved an adjustment that included some additions 

that did not go into service until 17 months after the end of the test years.  That is quite different 

from an adjustment for all additions that go into service 18 months after the end of the test year. 

Staff then agrees that the offset for growth in accumulated depreciation is theoretically 

appropriate if plant is restated to its balance as of September 30, 2008, but that the adjustment 

adopted by the Proposed Order contains a fatal technical problem.  According to Staff, since 

there is no method available to rectify the technical problem, the adjustment for accumulated 

depreciation must be rejected.  The problem cited by Staff is addressed by ComEd at pages 20-

21 of its exceptions.  ComEd explains exactly how the problem described by Staff can be 

rectified.  Since this is an easily correctable error, Staff s attempt to bootstrap this mistake to a 

rejection of the entire adjustment should be ignored. 

VII.   NEW RIDERS  

B.        Rider SMP 

1. No Case Has Been Made That Rider SMP Is Needed To Fund New Investment.   

As part of its objection to the PO s approval of Rider SMP only for purposes of 

implementing Phase 0 of AMI investment, ComEd complains in its BOE that the PO ignores 

the full record developed in this proceeding concerning the need for and all aspects of the design 

of Rider SMP .  ComEd BOE at 30.   The Company argues that re-filing and re-litigating Rider 
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SMP is unnecessary and ignores the evidence supporting Rider SMP itself, as well as the 

modifications made to reflect the input of Staff and other parties.  ComEd BOE at 31.  

First, the Peoples stand by the arguments presented in the Brief on Exceptions and 

Exceptions, pages 14-52, as well as the arguments presented in their Initial and Reply briefs, 

opposing implementation of Rider SMP.  The Commission must not, and cannot under the Public 

Utilities Act, shift the risk associated with investment in new technologies from shareholders to 

ratepayers for plant that has not been proven to be used and useful and prudently incurred.  See, 

e.g., 220 ILCS 5/9-211; AG Brief on Exceptions at 29-41.  In addition to being illegal, ComEd 

quite simply failed to prove that an extraordinary ratemaking mechanism like Rider SMP is 

needed to finance discretionary plant expenditures.   

For example, the evidence in the record overwhelmingly showed that Rider SMP is not 

needed to finance capital investments, including Smart Grid investments, despite ComEd s 

assertions to the contrary.  To date, ComEd has successfully modernized its network and, 

generally speaking, maintained reliability over the years, without benefit of an automatic rider 

recovery mechanism for distribution system modernization projects.  ComEd has been investing 

hundreds of millions of dollars in new plant every year in the normal course of business 

 

projects that certainly fall within the rubric of Rider SMP s broad and vague application to any 

project that provides improved monitoring or performance of the Company s distribution 

system.

  

Tr. at 444.  As ComEd stated in response to AG data request 2.25, To date, ComEd 

has not failed to make any investment required to meet its service obligations to its customers 

because of the absence of a mechanism like Rider SMP.  AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 13.   

ComEd s gross construction expenditures in 2006 were more than $910 million.  Tr. at 

445.  Of course, all of those expenditures were incurred without advanced Commission approval 
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or guidance.  Tr. at 445.  Essentially, Mr. Mitchell admitted that what ComEd seeks through its 

Rider SMP proposal is assurance of recovery of prudently incurred costs.  Tr. at 95.  Thus, Rider 

SMP is not about ComEd needing extra money to finance the proposed investments.  In fact, 

ComEd admitted, It wouldn t change really anything with respect to how we finance projects.  

Tr. at 80-81.  The Company would continue to use internally generated funds and issue debt.  Tr. 

at 80-81.  Rider SMP simply is not needed to fund new delivery service investment.  

Similarly, Staff witness Mike Luth testified that it does not appear that system 

modernization investments would cause more of a regulatory lag concern than other more 

typical capital investments.  Luth s calculations show that average estimated or proposed system 

modernization investments for the years 2009 through 2013 are only about 23 percent of the 

average amount that ComEd capitalized for standard or typical installations in the years 2001 

through 2007.  ICC Staff Ex. 11.0 at 9.  He noted that the cost of standard or typical installations 

in the years 2001 through 2007 were more than four times ComEd s estimate of SMP costs in the 

years 2009 through 2013, which excludes the effect of inflation, if any, on standard or typical 

projects not recoverable through proposed Rider SMP from the years 2001 through 2007.  Id.  

These figures do not suggest extraordinary rider treatment is needed to fund new, innovative 

plant additions.  Id.  This uncontroverted evidence, as well as the fact that the Proposed Order 

would allow only implementation of Phase 0 of AMI investment, rather than all of the proposed 

SMP investments, especially points to rejection of the rider. 

Specific financial evidence presented by ComEd as part of its Part 285 filing in this case 

indicates that extraordinary rider treatment is not needed to finance new plant investment.  For 

example, a review of ComEd s historical Comparative Financial Data on Schedule D-7 reveals 

persistently positive Operating Income and sufficient cash flow captioned Total Funds from 
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Operations from 2002 through 2006 at levels that have allowed ComEd to finance most or all of 

its Gross Construction Expenditures with internally generated Net Cash Flows.  See Schedule 

D-7 at lines 39, 9, 59 and 61.  The same Schedule D-7 indicates gradually declining Return on 

Average Common Equity has been experienced in the most recent years, but any authorized rate 

increase in this Docket will tend to increase future operating income and cash flows.   

AG/CUB witness Brosch likewise noted that ComEd s projected SMP revenue 

requirement impacts (presented in their supplemental direct case) represented only 0.4 percent in 

2009, growing ultimately to about 4.1 percent of the Company s total $2.2 billion revenue 

requirement.  AG/CUB Ex. 1.0 at 32.  These costs, he concluded, are not sufficiently large to 

merit extraordinary rider recovery.  These figures drop significantly if only Phase 0 is permitted 

by this Order, and forms the basis for approving Rider SMP.  ComEd witness Sally Clair 

estimated that Phase 0 of AMI deployment is projected to cost under $60,000,000.  ComEd 

Ex. 23.0 at 8.  Certainly, this investment amount is neither significant enough as a percentage of 

the Company s total revenue requirement, nor volatile and unexpected  the criteria applied to 

evaluate rider proposals -- to justify rider treatment.  AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 32-33.   

Moreover, the evidence shows that, contrary to the Company s not-so-veiled threats, 

ComEd can still invest in Smart Grid technologies if it deems the investment worthwhile and 

cost-efficient.  ComEd stated, Rider SMP would allow ComEd to make specific capital 

investments that might not otherwise be made at the levels and in the time frames included in 

ComEd s base forecast, because of the financing decisions described above [emphasis added].   

AG/CUB Ex. 3.0 at 5; AG/CUB Ex. 3.1.  Indeed, ComEd Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

Mitchell admitted he hesitates to say the company never would make an investment in AMI 

absent Rider SMP.  Tr. at 74.  Mitchell admitted that the Company would return to its normal 
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capital budgeting process to determine when and if it will invest in AMI, applying the same 

kinds of standards that we always would if the Commission denied Rider SMP, just as it would 

with the other proposed Rider SMP projects.  Tr. at 74-76.  In fact, stated AMI technology could 

be implemented in different phases.  Tr. at 76.   When asked, he could not recall whether the 

Company had created a specific timeline for AMI investment, in phases or otherwise, if Rider 

SMP is not approved by the Commission.  Tr. at 77.   

ComEd also opines that there is an extensive record about the workings and merits of the 

rider.  ComEd BOE at 30.  The Company argues that other parties have reacted to each other s 

concerns and offered proposals to resolve them.  Id.  This observation is hardly persuasive for a 

couple of reasons.  First, Staff made clear throughout the case that they remain opposed to rider 

recovery of discretionary plant investment.  Their proposed modifications were presented only 

if the Commission determines that it is appropriate for the Company to bill ratepayers a 

surcharge for discretionary capital investment expenditures outside of a general rate case .   ICC 

Ex. 10.0 (Hathhorn) at 2.  Second, CUB witness Cohen, who the Company lists as one of the 

parties reacting to the rider proposal, endorsed the testimony of AG/CUB witness Michael 

Brosch, who laid out a myriad of reasons why rider recovery was inappropriate.  The majority of 

the other witnesses listed are Alternative Retail Electric Service providers ( ARES ), who not 

only would not be paying the Rider SMP surcharges but also stand to potentially benefit from 

roll-out of Smart Grid applications, according to the record evidence.   

For example, the record evidence shows that Alternative Retail Electric Suppliers 

( ARES ), such as Constellation New Energy and others seeking to compete in the Chicago area, 

would gain competitive benefits upon the installation of AMI.  See, gen ly, Constellation New 

Energy Ex. 1.0, 2.0;  ComEd Ex. 23.0, p. 20;  Tr. at 210; AG Brief on Exceptions at 20-21.  
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These parties have a vested interest in an expedited roll-out of Smart Grid technologies  no 

matter what the funding mechanism.  Accordingly, the Company s reference to their support of 

Rider SMP is not persuasive evidence of any kind of resolution of the rider issue.    

2. ComEd Has Now, And Should Maintain in the Future, the Burden of 
Proving Extraordinary Rider Treatment is Needed and Appropriate.    

In its defense of Rider SMP as a permanent capital additions financing mechanism, 

ComEd argues that the Proposed Order s limited adoption of Rider SMP consigns the parties to 

relitigate issues , and that Commission review of individual Smart Grid projects justifies 

approval of the rider for all projects going forward.  ComEd BOE at 31.   

The Proposed Order s acknowledgment of the lack of information in the record necessary 

to assess if proposed improvements actually qualify as Smart Grid as well as the need clarify an 

overall goal for Illinois  were two of its strengths.  The inconsistency lays in the Proposed 

Order s approval of the rider for Phase 0, especially given the lack of specific cost data for this 

initial roll-out of AMI.  That being said, it is appropriate that the Company always maintain the 

burden of showing that extraordinary rate recovery is necessary for any system modernization 

project it might propose.  Until that case is made, capital investments of all kinds, Smart Grid or 

not, should be financed through internally generated funds and the issuance of debt, with the 

Commission s used and useful and prudency analysis under Section 9-211 of the Act coming 

after the investment has been made.  

3.  Commission Development of the Overall Goals of Approved 
Reliability and Efficient Use of Energy Must Be Part of Any Examination of 
Smart Grid Technology.    

The vagaries associated with both the definition and price tag for Smart Grid 

technologies, including the Phase 0 AMI roll-out, are readily revealed by the Company at page 
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31 of its Brief on Exceptions.   There, the Company notes that Smart Grid is in its nascent 

stage , and that development of a full plan in advance is not realistic.  ComEd BOE at 31.  

In addition, in its general discussion of Smart Grid, ComEd remarks, Its entire breadth is not 

known or fixed.  Id. at 31-32.   

These statements hardly support implementation of a cost recovery mechanism that 

forces ratepayers to pay the financing costs for such projects before the Commission has even 

established that they are cost-beneficial.  As the People noted in their Brief on Exceptions, and as 

the Proposed Order acknowledges, the record remains unclear as to what constitutes a Smart 

Grid.  AG BOE at 19; PO at 134.  In addition, the record is unclear as to what investment, if any 

at this point, is appropriate and necessary in order to cost-effectively increase reliability and 

improve efficiently in electricity usage in ComEd s service territory. 

ComEd further argues that not knowing project costs in advance is an invalid reason to 

reject the very process through which projects will be evaluated.  ComEd BOE at 32.  In fact, 

the Proposed Order correctly concluded that lack of specific cost data rightly precludes the 

approval of a cost recovery mechanism that charges ratepayers for these unnamed investments.  

The mistake in the PO came in permitting implementation of Rider SMP for a Phase 0 

experiment that is equally as uncertain in both engineering design and implementation cost.   As 

the People noted in their Brief on Exceptions, the record contains only untested cost estimates of 

AMI Phase 0 investment, based on a Request for Information ( RFI ) issued by ComEd from 

various vendors.  ComEd witness Sally Clair confirmed that an RFP, or Request for Proposal, 

must be submitted by the Company.  Tr. at 197.  Until then, the Company could in no way 

guarantee estimated amounts would not change.  Tr. at 198, 207-208.  In addition, the cost 

estimates in the record for full AMI implementation do not include the costs associated with the 
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meter data management system and the integration into other ComEd Information Technology 

( IT ) systems  necessary components of any AMI investment.  ComEd Ex. 23.0 at 8; Tr. At 

200.   

Ironically, ComEd argues that (w)aiting until a complete Smart Grid plan can be 

developed is futuile because the technology will continue to advance -- and will delay real 

progress for years.  ComEd BOE at 32.  But this uncertainty and fluidity in the technology is 

precisely the reason regulators must approach Smart Grid investigations in a studied and careful 

manner.  Until we know what truly open technologies exist to guard against premature 

obsolescence, it makes no sense  and indeed is irresponsible to implement a Phase 0 

implementation.   

ComEd further defends its proposed process of approving the empty rider and then 

proceeding with a project-by-project implementation scenario, arguing that the Commission will 

maintain control over project approval.  ComEd BOE at 32.  But this approach to 

implementation of Smart Grid is akin to financing and building individual rooms in a house 

without a blueprint of the overall structure.  This piecemeal approach should be rejected out of 

hand.  

ComEd asserts that its proposed six-month workshop/six-month Rider SMP project 

approval approach to Smart Grid investment can fully address foundational policies and Smart 

Grid goals, as well as vet whether any additional projects should be implemented under the 

Rider.  ComEd BOE at 33.  This rhetoric is simply not credible.  First, ComEd s proposed 

process presupposes that ratepayers should assume the investment risk and pay to finance a 

significant portion of the electric distribution network.  Nothing in the Energy Independence 

Security Act of 2007 ( EISA ), Public Law 110-140, requires state commissions to begin 
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immediate roll-out or pilot implementation of Smart Grid investment.  Just as importantly, the 

record evidence shows such a ratepayer-financed process is unnecessary, as discussed above.  As 

recommended by Staff witness Harold Stoller, a more careful, studied approach to a roll-out of 

Smart Grid technologies is required before requiring ratepayers to begin financing the 

investment. Staff Ex. 13.0 at 3-4; AG/CUB Ex. 3.0 at 14-15.  The Commission must first 

determine whether the definition of basic electric delivery service should be modified before 

ratepayers 

 

who have not required or requested these non-standard meters -- are handed the 

bill for capital costs of AMI.   

Does the Commission have specific reliability criteria and energy efficiency goals in 

mind as it examines the potential as well as the costs of AMI?  Certainly, no reliability or 

efficiency standards or improvements were presented as goals to be attained, with or without 

Smart Grid investment.  The People submit that those are exactly the kinds of questions that 

must be answered before they can ask ratepayers to assume the risk of experimental 

infrastructure investment.   

Yet, ComEd begs the Commission to go beyond the recommendation of the PO, which 

inequitably calls for ratepayers to subsidize AMI investment, regardless of the fact that 1) only 

200,000 customers will obtain the new meters and any benefits derived from the meters; 2) 

savings to ComEd s O&M expense generated by the technology will not be passed on to 

ratepayers; 2) a majority of customers have not taken advantage of the Real Time Pricing tariff 

and obtained meters that supply energy usage information1, 3) many if not most customers do not 

                                                

 

1 The only evidence in the record of customer interest in the kinds of information services AMI would provide is 
underwhelming at best.  In response to an on-the-record data request as to the number of participants in the 
Company s residential Real-Time Pricing program, which has been offered to customers since 2003, ComEd 
indicated that there are only 4,902 active participants out of a total of 3.4 million ComEd residential customers for 
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understand how AMI works2; 4) new, revenue-producing services for ComEd and ARES will be 

provided by AMI; and 5) the record lacks any specific evidence that commodity usage and the 

procurement of commodity will in fact be affected by AMI.3  The Commission should reject the 

Company s entreaties in this regard. 

Amazingly, ComEd states that litigating forecasts of Smart Grid savings estimates is 

difficult and needless.  ComEd BOE at 33.  This supercilious assumption contradicts the 

Commission s own stated interest in reviewing cost/benefit data prior to approval of an 

infrastructure rider.  ICC Docket Nos. 07-07241, 07-0242, Order of February 5, 2008 at 162.  In 

that Order, the Commission stated it might have been easier to approve the rider , had the 

Utilities included, among other information, a detailed description and cost analysis of the 

proposed system modernization, an analysis of the benefits of the system modernization, both 

to system operation as well as to customers and an analysis of regulatory mechanisms that 

flow reduced system costs back to customers as well as recover costs.  Order of February 5, 

2008, ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241, 07-0242 at 162.   As noted above, only a very preliminary cost 

analysis of AMI expenditures was performed.  Moreover, it is impossible to establish clear 

benefits to customers  and to ask ratepayers to finance the investment -- if the costs of financing 

the investment are uncertain.  ComEd confirmed that it cannot truly evaluate costs and benefits 

until Phase O is complete.  ComEd Ex. 23.0 at 7.   

                                                                                                                                                            

 

whom this service is available.  See Initial Brief of the Peoples of the State of Illinois, p. 53, Appendix B; Tr. at 711; 
ComEd Ex. 4.0 at 6. 
2 Even the ALJs admit that  we have insufficient information to assess if these improvements actually qualify as 
Smart Grid.  PO at 134. 
3 Given the complexities of ComEd s and ARES commodity purchasing arrangements, as well as the existence of 
long-term contracts for commodity, the Commission can point to no specific evidence that the installation of 
200,000 new meters will provide the demand reduction benefits alluded to justify ratepayer financing of the 
experiment.     
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Moreover, Rider SMP, as a ratemaking mechanism, is flawed. As highlighted in the 

People s Initial and Reply briefs, ComEd refuses to incorporate savings in its proposed rider 

mechanism despite the Commission s concern to flow reduced system costs back to customers 

as well as recover costs.  As noted in the People s Brief on Exceptions, the Proposed Order does 

not correct this inequity. ComEd s recommended solution 

 

don t worry about quantifying 

expected savings  highlights the shift in risk at work under Rider SMP.  ComEd clearly has no 

interest in weighing the business case of AMI investment as long as ratepayer dollars  and not 

shareholders  are at risk, and it hopes the Commission adopts the same laissez faire attitude.  

The Commission should resist this entreaty.   

The Company s suggestion that an earnings cap provides a safeguard against any 

possibility that the utility can overearn as a result of a rider like Rider SMP is equally reckless.  

ComEd BOE at 33.  As thoroughly detailed in the People s Initial Brief, this earnings test in no 

way caps earnings.  Tr.at 1920; AG BOE at 58-60.  In both fact and law, this purported 

earnings test in no way provides a methodology for ensuring that ratepayers rates will 

incorporate the significant operational savings ComEd would likely achieve under a more 

automated distribution system.  It also provides no guarantee that ratepayers will not be paying 

more than they otherwise would be absent Rider SMP.  ComEd witness Kathryn Houtsma 

admitted during cross-examination that the word cap was a misnomer.  Tr. at 1920.  ComEd s 

continued use of the word is both disingenuous and misleading.    

4. ComEd s Criticism of the Proposed Order s Limited Adoption of 
Rider SMP Only Highlights the Defects of A Mechanism That Relies on Ratepayers 
To Finance Plant Investment.  
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ComEd opines that the Proposed Order s failure to adopt Rider SMP as a permanent 

capital investment funding mechanism potentially leaves even the AMI Phase 0 project  a 

regulatory orphan.  ComEd BOE at 34.  Putting aside the inaptness   of ComEd employing 

Dickensian metaphors, the suggestion here is that the Company will never have the financial 

means to finance Smart Grid investments, or indeed any kind of network modernization 

construction project, absent Rider SMP.  This rhetoric is, again, not credible. 

As noted earlier in this Brief, the record evidence shows that ComEd has and will 

continue to have the financial means to finance proposed construction projects  including a 

limited roll-out of AMI investment  the way it always has:  through internally generated funds 

and the issuance of debt.  If the Commission makes the mistake of employing some pre-

construction, project-by-project approval process for Smart Grid investment, it is required at a 

minimum to examine the need for extraordinary ratemaking mechanisms each time it authorizes 

the project.   

It is worth reminding all decision-makers that at the conclusion of this case, the Company 

will be rewarded with a rate increase that reflects its revenue requirement and includes what 

looks to be a substantial rate base increase reflecting plant additions 18 to 21 months beyond the 

test year.  The monopoly utility regulatory pact, as outlined in Article IX  of the Public Utilities 

Act, does not permit the Company to collect monthly surcharges to finance new plant investment 

each time it imagines a new network modernization project.  The Act s rules against single-issue 

and retroactive ratemaking prohibit such monthly rate increases.  See AG Initial Brief at 25-35, 

62-66.   

ComEd opines that, without Rider SMP, it is likely that Smart Grid investments would 

be displaced by other, higher priority capital projects.  ComEd BOE at 35.  Several responses to 
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this supposition present themselves.  First, regulatory lag has functioned well to ensure that rates 

remain least cost and that the utility operates efficiently.  Second, the Act s requirement that 

ratepayers not pay for investment that is not used and useful and prudently incurred likewise 

ensures responsible investment decisions.  220 ILCS 5/9-211. Rider SMP would undo both of 

these monopoly utility regulatory mainstays by transferring the risk of investment in new 

technologies to those who can afford it least:  ratepayers.  In addition, it provides this financing 

before the Commission can conclude that the investment is used and useful and prudently 

incurred.  Third, it is worth repeating that no business case has been made for any kind of 

Smart Grid investment.  No specific, reliable cost/benefit analysis has been presented.  The 

Company admits costs are at best estimated and fluid.  Measuring benefits, according to the 

Company is difficult and needless.  ComEd BOE at 33.  One is struck by these 

characterizations of AMI as evidence of the uncertainty that surrounds Smart Grid in general, let 

alone a pilot AMI roll-out. It is safe to assume that ComEd has not described other capital 

investment projects this way when seeking construction financing from the capital markets.  If 

this is how the Company views the business case for Smart Grid investment, the Commission 

should, on behalf of ratepayers, react the way Wall Street might given such a presentation: just 

say no. 

ComEd bristles at the notion of having to revisit the rider issue after Phase 0, as 

recommended in the Proposed Order.  It opines that it simply cannot discuss what Smart Grid 

projects may be feasible or possible without knowing what (cost recovery) structure will be in 

place.  ComEd BOE at 36.  But uncertainty works both ways.  The Commission must frame the 

issue of who pays for Smart Grid investments in the converse.  That is to say that ratepayers 

simply cannot be made to pay for Smart Grid investment through an automatic rider recovery 
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mechanism until ComEd and other parties sit down to discuss what Smart Grid projects may be 

feasible or possible , to use ComEd s words.  While no party resists the goal of network 

modernization, the Commission as regulators of the utility are required to ask some basic 

questions that, to the People, are obvious and essential before ratepayers are handed the bill for 

the financing of AMI.  They include:  

1)  Exactly what are the reliability and efficiency concerns and goals that Smart Grid 

investment will address? 

2)  Are there more economically efficient methods and solutions of achieving those 

goals? 

3)  Do the benefits of AMI investment outweigh the costs? 

3)  If investment in AMI is deemed economically beneficial, in light of specific reliability 

and energy efficiency standards/goals, who stands to benefit from such investments?   

4)  Can the specific investment be made under traditional capital addition financing 

procedures?  

5)  If not, are there other sources of funds available to finance the investment other than 

ratepayers? 

6)  Once specific benefits have been recognized, should all ratepayers be required to 

subsidize that investment, or should only the users/beneficiaries of AMI pay for the investment? 

Unless and until the Commission answers these questions, ratepayers should not be 

forced to shoulder the risk and cost of AMI investment, in a pilot format or otherwise, through an 

extraordinary ratemaking mechanism like Rider SMP.   

5. Neither The Record Evidence Nor The Ratemaking Provisions of the 
Public Utilities Act Supports A Finding That AMI Phase 0 Investment Is 
Prudent.   
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In its BOE, ComEd correctly points out two facts that, whether intended to or not, argue 

against adoption of the Phase 0 roll-out and Rider SMP.  The first is that ComEd is no longer 

seeking pre-approval of specific projects in this case, including Phase 0 implementation of AMI 

investment.  The second correct fact is that under the terms of Rider SMP, the Commission must 

make a finding of a project s prudence before ComEd can proceed with a project.  ComEd BOE 

at 37.   And therein lies the rub, given the state of this record, as well as the Public Utilities Act s 

requirement that plant be found to be used and useful and prudently incurred before its costs are 

reflected in rates.   

ComEd acknowledges that, in surebuttal testimony, it withdrew its request for approval 

of system modernization projects, including Phase 0 AMI implementation.  Id.  Putting aside for 

the moment the issue of rider cost recovery, the question arises as to whether the Commission 

can order a utility to make specific investment that will be financed up front by ratepayers 

without a pending utility request for such project, statutory directive, or enunciated reliability 

concern.  Certainly, there is no comparable precedent for such a directive.     

ComEd is correct that the Commission would have to make a finding that Phase 0 is 

prudent before ComEd can be directed to proceed with that project, again putting aside the cost 

recovery question.  The record of this case, however, precludes such a finding, given the lack of 

cost/benefit data.  And, labeling AMI a pilot investment does not cure this deficiency or 

exempt the Commission from the obligation of a prudency finding.  As correctly observed by 

Metra in its BOE, neither the Commission nor ComEd knows what kind of meters it would buy 

as part of Phase 0 of AMI deployment.  Metra BOE at 3.  The record, as documented repeatedly 

in the AG Initial and Reply briefs, as well the AG s BOE, contains only cost estimates from a 
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Request for Information, and offers no specifics as to what functions a Phase 0 roll-out would 

include.  No party  even the proponents of AMI  has explained how the 200,000 meters would 

function and interface with all customers to provide the forecasted benefits. These details, 

according to the Proposed Order and ComEd, would be worked out in workshops after approval 

of Rider SMP.    

Such a process conflicts with the aforementioned ratemaking provisions of Article IX, the 

existing statute authorizing the only comparable metering initiative, Real-Time pricing, as well 

as the Commission Order authorizing the use of these demand response meters.   In its Order 

implementing ComEd s Real-Time pricing program, the Commission made a specific finding 

that the potential for demand reductions from real-time pricing will result in net economic 

benefits for all of ComEd s residential customers,   as required by the statute.   220 ILCS 5/16-

107(b-5); See Commonwealth Edison Co.  Proposed Revisions to Rate BES-H, Basic Electric 

Service-Hourly Energy Pricing, ICC Docket No.  06-0617, Order of December 20, 2006 at 22. 

The Commission further found that the expected benefits to residential customers of ComEd s 

real-time pricing offering exceed the expected costs of that offer.  Id.. As noted in the People s 

BOE, the real-time pricing provisions of the Public Utilities Act ( the Act ) require the 

Commission to closely monitor advanced metering programs that purport to reduce demand for 

electricity, as well as permit cost recovery for only some of the program costs from the general 

population only when certain benefits have been determined to outweigh costs.  220 ILCS 5/16-

107 (b-25).  Only persons participating in the Company s Real Time program pay a monthly fee 

for lease of the Real Time meters.  See AG BOE at 24-28.  

In the instant docket, no statute authorizes the Commission to do what the Proposed 

Order does  implement a rider so that all ratepayers can finance the investment in meters with 
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no proven net economic benefit.  In fact, no mention is made of the need for examining the costs 

and benefits of AMI deployment  which the General Assembly says was necessary before a 

real-time pricing program could begin4 -- before handing consumers the bill for financing the 

investment.  While the Proposed Order states that it hopes to have a better grasp of costs once 

Phase O is implemented and analyzed, this pay-first, examine-the-net-customer-benefits-later 

approach to ratemaking contravenes the Commission s own test year rules and the used and 

useful provisions of the Public Utilities Act. See 220 ILCS 5/9-211; see AG Initial Brief at 62-

65.  It also paves the way for similar copy-cat proposals any time a utility seeks to invest in 

untested technology, all in the name of system modernization.  

6.   ComEd s Request to Limit Smart Grid Workshops Should Be 
Rejected.  

ComEd argues that the Proposed Order s Phase 0 workshop process invites an after-the-

fact review of the (Phase 0 AMI) investment.   ComEd BOE at 38.  It opines that workshops that 

finalize evaluation criteria and Phase 0 technology selection criteria would destroy the certainty 

of cost recovery that Rider SMP is designed to provide.  Id. 

Once again, ComEd s complaint highlights the central problem of approving a pilot 

investment program, as well as a cost recovery vehicle, without essential data that informs such a 

decision.  ComEd s proposed solution  to limit the workshops to discussions of technical 

operating issues or to discuss the evaluation of the results of the project  do nothing to inform 

the Commission about the nature and design of the program or to justify a finding that AMI 

Phase 0 investment is prudent.  

                                                

 

4 See 220 ILCS 5/16-107(b-5). 
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The Company further opines that any broad, Smart Grid workshop process discussed at 

page 135 of the Proposed Order, should be limited to an examination of whether a potential 

project is beneficial and should proceed.  ComEd BOE at 40.  Again, ComEd has highlighted 

the inequity and illegality of approving a pilot Smart Grid investment project before the AMI 

engineering details, net benefits, overall reliability and efficiency goals, as well as Smart Grid s 

relationship to achieving those goals, have been defined by the Commission.  However, the 

remedy for this defect is not, as the Company recommends, to constrain the workshop process 

and cancel any overall investigation of Smart Grid.  The Commission should examine the 

questions surrounding Smart Grid, and the appropriateness of  pilot AMI investment, in a generic 

proceeding as envisioned by the U.S. Congress in the EISA.  Such a process must occur before 

ratepayers are handed the bill for the financing of experimental technology.  As noted repeatedly, 

approving a pilot and asking ratepayers to assume the risk of ill-defined investment before 

critical policy and cost/benefit issues are addressed is both illegal and bad policy.   

ComEd further asserts that the Commission should proceed with SMP project approval 

and rider recovery without an overall Smart Grid blueprint or master plan.   ComEd BOE at 

41.  It observes that technologies and options are evolving rapidly, and calls development of an 

overall Smart Grid examination and strategy not realistic.  The observation that technologies 

are evolving rapidly argues for a steady assessment of AMI technology, not a pilot roll-out to be 

financed by ratepayers, before a vendor, engineering details and a net benefit analysis is 

conducted.  Again, a project by project analysis before the Commission has established 

deficiencies in the existing electric distribution framework and specific goals for improving the 

reliability and efficiency of ComEd s delivery service makes no sense from a public policy 

standpoint.   
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Again, the way to correct the inherent contradictions of the Proposed Order s approval of 

a pilot AMI program and Rider SMP before an overall Smart Grid examination is conducted is to 

reject the Rider SMP/SG process and pilot and conduct a serious examination of the 

aforementioned issues.    

7. ComEd s Proposed Fixes To The Rider SMP Tariff Provisions Of the  
Proposed Order Do Not Cure Its Many Defects.   

The Company s proposal to create a regulatory asset to recover the remaining costs of 

undepreciated meters resulting from a Phase O AMI implementation (discussed at page 38 of its 

BOE), and reflect recovery via amortization in Rider SMP, does not address in any way the 

income tax impacts of abandoning existing meters.  AG/CUB Ex. 4.0 at 21.  This inherent flaw 

in Rider SMP is just one of the many defects of the Rider SMP tariff, including its failure to 

incorporate in rider surcharges all operations and maintenance cost savings resulting from AMI 

implementation, as thoroughly detailed in the People s Initial Brief at pages 45-48, 55-61.  

Traditional regulation, however, has none of these ratemaking flaws.  In a rate case, all of 

the Company s rate base investments, expenses and revenues are subject to review, so that where 

new technology investment has produced O&M savings, the Company is forced to account for 

all changes in O&M that occurred as a result of new capital investment.  AG/CUB Ex. 1.0 at 24.  

ComEd witness Terrence Donnelly concurred during cross-examination that traditional 

regulation and test year data will reflect realized O&M savings at the same time new investment 

is included in rate base.  Tr. at 447-449.    

Rider SMP s failure to reflect the many operating cost savings expected to occur as a 

result of the deployment of proposed Rider SMP technology, as well as other ratemaking flaws, 

is yet another reason why the Commission should reject Rider SMP. 
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C.       Rider SEA  

1. The Proposed Order Correctly Concluded That Rider SEA Does Not 
Meet the Criteria Established For Rider Approval.  

ComEd begins its complaint about the Proposed Order s correct rejection of Rider SEA 

by noting it is a near certainty that in any year the Company will either over or under recover its 

storm-driven costs.  ComEd BOE at 43.  This observation, of course, is of little value because 

the same can be said of any expense item in a utility s cost of service.  The matching principle 

inherent in test year ratemaking recognizes the importance of matching all revenues and costs 

(expenses, rate base, rate of return) at a consistent period of time within a balanced period of 

time within a balanced test period to determine needed changes in utility service pricing.  

AG/CUB Ex. 1.0 at 11.  The fundamental problem with Rider SEA is the potentially serious 

distortion of the matching principle under traditional ratemaking that occurs when a single 

expense item is tracked in isolation, thereby ignoring other changes occurring to expenses and 

revenues that affect a utility s revenue requirement. 

Traditional test year ratemaking, on the other hand, establishes a normalized level for 

expense items, and creates a synchronized review of both revenue levels and cost levels within a 

carefully structured test period.  As long as revenues and costs remain in approximate balance, 

causing the utility s earnings to stay within acceptable proximity to authorized return levels, an 

electric or gas utility may be able to go many years between rate cases.  Id. at 7.  Thus, whether 

storm expenses are precisely matched in dollar value has never been a ratemaking criterion.   

The Company argues, too, that the evidence supported a conclusion that storm expenses 

were sufficiently large, volatile and fluctuating to justify rider treatment.  ComEd BOE at 45. As 

both Staff and AG/CUB witness Michael Brosch concluded, and the Proposed Order correctly 
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identified, the expense amounts involved with storm restoration are not particularly large in 

relation to the Company s total O&M expense or its overall revenue requirement.  AG/CUB Ex. 

1.0 at 42.  The historical variation of actual expenses that comprise the proposed normalized test 

year expense that ComEd proposed in its direct testimony ($27.1 million) ranges from a low of 

minus $19.2 million (actual expense in 2002 was $7.9 million) to plus $34.2 million (preliminary 

actual expense in 2007 is $61.3 million).  Id.  The volatility of plus $34.2 million in the year 

2007, which contained the largest storm in known history (August, 2007), is only about 4.2 

percent of total test year O&M expenses, and such volatility is much lower in all other years.  Id.  

The 2007 variation in storm expenses above average levels is less than 2% of the Company s 

overall revenue requirement.  Id.  In relation to the Company s asserted total revenue requirement 

in its direct case of $2,048,000 million, the 2007 variation in storm expenses above average 

levels is less than two percent of the overall revenue requirement.  Id.  Thus, the size and 

volatility of storm restoration expense simply does not justify extraordinary rider treatment.   

Staff witness Luth agreed, noting that (t)he extent of the fluctuation in storm-related 

costs is not sufficient to warrant rider recovery as a means of avoiding frequent and otherwise 

unnecessary general rate proceedings.  Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 14.  Fluctuations in storm-related 

expense are therefore not unexpected, Luth concluded, nor are storm-related cost fluctuations 

sufficiently volatile to the degree that frequent general rate proceedings will result if a reasonable 

average annual estimate of those costs remains part of costs recovered under base rates.  Id.  

Thus, the size and insignificant volatility of storm restoration expense does not justify 

extraordinary rate rider treatment. 

Additionally, storm restoration expenditure levels are not entirely beyond the control of 

management, whose first priority should always be public safety and the restoration of utility 
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service as quickly as possible.  AG/CUB Ex. 1.0 at 42-43.  There is still a need for management 

to prudently plan and manage restoration activities to optimize the utilization of resources, such 

as the Company s vegetation management plan, which is intended to, among other things, 

minimize the scope and duration of outages caused by storm events, which can directly impact 

the scope of storm restoration costs.  For example, AG/CUB witness Brosch noted that the 

implementation of the hazard tree removal program attempts to address the scope and duration of 

future outages caused by storm events.  Id. at 43.  ComEd simply is in a better position to 

minimize the scope of storm restoration costs than are ratepayers.   

Likewise, the Company produced no evidence that recent changes in their operations will 

preclude it from earning reasonable returns in the future under traditional regulation if Rider 

SEA is not approved.  The Company failed to provide any projected information that indicates a 

need for any extraordinary rider treatment for storm expenses.  There simply is no need for 

Commission approval of either rider to accomplish the goal of establishing a normalized level of 

storm expense that both ensures least cost delivery service while fully compensating the 

Company for storm-related expenses 

In sum, storm restoration expenses do not meet the standard recognized in A. Finkl & 

Sons Company v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 250 Ill.App.3d 317, 327, 620 N.E.2d 1141 (1st 

Dist. 1993) ( Finkl ), and affirmed by the Illinois Supreme Court in Citizens Utility Board v. 

Illinois Commerce Comm n, 166 Ill.2d 111, 651 N.E.2d 1089 (1995) ( Citizens Utility Board ), 

that riders are useful in alleviating the burden imposed upon a utility in meeting unexpected, 

volatile or fluctuating expenses.  (citing City of Chicago v. Illinois Commerce Comm n, 13 Ill.2d 

607, 150 N.E.2d 776 (1958)) (emphasis in original.  The Proposed Order s correct conclusion in 

this regard should be retained. 
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2. The Proposed Order Applied the Correct Legal Analysis in Rejecting 

Rider SEA.  

ComEd opines that the use of a rider is not limited only to those cases where expenses 

are unexpected, volatile, or fluctuating.  ComEd BOE at 44. While ComEd is correct in this 

regard, the Proposed Order does not assert this, as ComEd suggests it does.  In fact, the Proposed 

Order provides several reasons for rejecting the rider, namely, that (1) ComEd has not provided a 

compelling reason to warrant special rider treatment for costs that are specifically recovered in 

base rates; (2) that storm expenses are not sufficiently large or volatile to justify extraordinary 

rider treatment; (3) variations in storm expenses are adequately addressed through normalization; 

and (4) the addition of a yearly reconciliation proceeding adds unnecessary complexity to a cost 

that has historically been recovered through base rates.  Proposed Order at 151.  For the 

Company to suggest that the only basis cited in the Proposed Order for rejection was the failure 

of storm expense to satisfy the Finkl standard is simply incorrect.   

ComEd further complains that the Proposed Order s Rider SEA analysis misapplies the 

legal standard for the Commission s authority to approve riders, in contravention of the 

Commission s analysis in the Peoples Gas rate case order of this year.  ComEd BOE at 44.  The 

People provided a detailed analysis of when riders can be employed by the Commission for 

recovery of utility expenses, and the reasons why Rider SEA did not meet those circumstances, 

in their briefs.  See AG Initial Brief at 23-35, 70-78; AG Reply Brief at 30-32.  Those arguments 

will not be repeated here.  However, it is worth restating that the Commission s analysis of the 

rider issue, included in the Rider VBA portion of the Peoples Gas rate case was deeply flawed 

and is now under appeal.  The Commission should resist ComEd s invitation to cite to that Order 

as a basis for some general, discretionary latitude to approve riders.  
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3. The Proposed Order Correctly Concluded That Rider SEA Would 

Remove Incentives for ComEd to Control Storm Expenses.   

ComEd argues that the annual reconciliation that would be a part of Rider SEA is more 

than sufficient incentive for ComEd to properly classify a storm for rider recovery and manage 

its storm restoration expenses.  ComEd BOE at 45, citing ComEd Ex. 30.0 at 33, 35.    But the 

reconciliation process envisioned by ComEd does not allow any meaningful examination of the 

prudence or reasonableness of storm expenses that ComEd collects from ratepayers.   

The People highlighted the defects associated with the vague criteria that would trigger 

application of Rider SEA included in the tariff.   See AG Initial Brief at 69-70. The monitoring 

requirements provided for in the Company s proposal are that ComEd (i) conduct an annual audit 

of the operating and maintenance expenses it incurs to restore service following interruptions due 

to storms; and (ii) submit an annual verified report to the ICC that summarizes the audit.  The 

Commission can only reconcile the actual amounts collected under this rider [SEA] with actual 

prudently incurred O&M .  ComEd Ex. 30.02, p. 4.  Thus, ComEd would not have to prove that 

revenues collected under Rider SEA are reasonable or prudent, but only submit to a 

reconciliation of amounts actually collected.  

This loaded process makes contesting ComEd s classification of Rider SEA costs next to 

impossible.  This is significant, considering ComEd would have an incentive and unfettered 

authority to list normal replacement or other costs as storm expenses to get ratepayers to bear the 

burden of these costs pursuant to Rider SEA.  Staff witness Luth agrees that ComEd will have 

the incentive to treat costs as recoverable through the rider because an increase in the charges 

under the riders will increase revenues received by ComEd.  Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 17.   
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For all of these reasons, Rider SEA should be rejected, consistent with the conclusion in 

the Proposed Order. 

VIII. COST OF SERVICE AND ALLOCATION ISSUES  

The AG urges the Commission to reject ComEd s arguments in Section VII.B. Rejection 

of the ECOSS is Contrary to the Evidence and Directly Conflicts with the Commission s 

Approval of Three Prior Studies of ComEd s Brief on Exceptions, along with related exceptions 

C-7, C-8, c-9, C-10, and C-12.  ComEd BOE at 48-49.  ComEd argues that the Commission 

should not reject ComEd s embedded cost of service study ( ECOSS ) because of flaws because 

the flawed issues are small in number, minor in scope and do not support complete rejection of 

the ECOSS.  ComEd BOE at 47.  In essence, the Company is arguing that while portions of the 

ECOSS might be flawed, that is no basis to reject the entire ECOSS.  Without taking a position 

on the reasonableness of the ECOSS, if the Commission finds that the ECOSS is flawed, then it 

is the AG s position that the ECOSS should be rejected in its entirety.  As the AG points out in 

its Initial Brief, Either ComEd s cost of service study is valid or it isn t.  If the Commission 

were to find that ComEd s cost of service study is flawed as applied to the nonresidential class, 

then the Commission should find that it is flawed as applied to all customers (i.e. residential).  

AG Initial Brief, at 79. 

AG witness Rubin testified that if the cost of service study is rejected, then all customer 

classes should receive the same percentage increase because there is no basis for assuming that 

any customer class should receive more or less than the system-average rate increase. AG Ex. 

6.0 p. 7-8 (emphasis in original); Transcript, April 30, 2008 at 906-08, Testimony of Scott J. 

Rubin.  Mr. Rubin went on to explain his position at trial and stated that: 
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The cost of service study is highly integrated and we can think of it as a 0 sum 
game, if you will. If costs are being moved out of one category, they have to show 
up someplace else.  And the way the allocation factors work, it's very unlikely that 
changing costs from one category to another will not have ripple affects that affect 
the entire study.  

Id. at 908.  

ComEd has not offered any evidence to establish that a flawed ECOSS will result in just 

and reasonable rates for ratepayers.  To the contrary, as Mr. Rubin testified, the flawed character 

of an ECOSS will cause problems for the entire study, since the ECOSS is a zero sum game.  

Accordingly, if the Commission were to find flaws with ComEd s ECOSS, it should reject it in 

its entirety and not portions of it, as ComEd suggests.  Thus, the Commission, having found 

flaws in ComEd s ECOSS, should reject it completely and implement any change in all rates, 

residential and non-residential, in an equal manner.                         
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CONCLUSION  

WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, the People of the State of Illinois request 

that the Commission issue its Final Order pursuant to the modifications recommended herein.  

Respectfully Submitted,   

The People of the State of Illinois 
By LISA MADIGAN, Attorney General      
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